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The Rotational Snectrum o( Perchloric Acid. HCIO.
Jung Jin Oh and E. A. Cohen
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Cali(omia Institute o( Technology
Pasadena, Cali(ornia 91109, U. S. A.
HCIO. is a near\y spberical. rotor with a moderately low 3-(old barrier to
internal rotation, (8 :==5.15). The a molecular axis is nearly coincident with the
. intemal rotation axis o( the OH and CI03 groups. Only A torsional states are
allowed by.the spin statistics. Tbe rotational energies are dominated by the J(
dependent solutions o( the Mathieu equation and have little resemblance to those
of a normal asymmetric rotor.
The spectrum is cbaracterized by strong a-type R-branch clusters whicb have
been observed (or J' = 5, 8-11, 20, 28, 30, 40 and 41. Altbough there are no E
torsional states, tbe a-type R-branches show two distinct groups of lines. Each
bas a relativeJy tight cluster of symmetric rotor like transitions with I(
3n

=

and a rather spread out group o( transitions with I(

= 3n :i: 1.

Becausethe

CI03 group can contribute to the angular momentum about its symmetry axis
only in integral multiples of three, tbe latter transitions arise (rom energy levels
containing one unit o( intemal angular momentum, 1 = 1, and display a pattern
quite simUa.Î'to that expected from a degenerate vibration of a symmetric rotor
with l-type doubling. This analogy proved quite useful in the initial fitting of
the spectrum. C\ nuclear quadrupole splittings were used to confirm the early
assignments. The 1 1 levels have numerous anomalous splittings and shifts due

=

to avoided crossings within the K stacks which allowed their relative positions to
be reasonably
provided

well determined.

a fair estimate

Splittings

for the K

of the J(

= 2 - 0 and

K

= 2 and J( = 3 transitions
= 3 - 1 intervals. With this

information it was possible to assign numerous I>-type P-, Q-, and R- brancb
transitions and to determine the energy levels very precisely to quite high K.
More than 680 features between 52 and 535 GHz of the two major i60topic
species o( HC\O. have been assigned and fitted. Excited torsional states have
been assigned

which correspond

consist of two groups

to I

of lines with I(

= 2 and 1 = 3 levels. The I = 3 transitions
= 3n. Tbe excited states are near the top

of tbe barrier and the pattem öf lines arising from them is free rotor like.
The fitting of the spectrum will be described and the derived parameters will
be discussed. in terms of the molecu\ar structure and the internal rotation.
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Torsional Dependencesof the EffectiveRotational
Constants of HOOH and HSSH
Guidl} Pelz, Koichi M. T. Yamada, and Gisbert Winnewisser
1. Physíka1isches Institut der Universitãt zu Kóln,
Zülpícher Straße 77. DW-5000 Kóln 41, Germany

The torsional potentials for HOOH and HSSH have been determined by
reanalyzing the data of the intemal rotation splitting reported by microwave and
infrared spectroscopy. For HOOH the data were measured by Helminger et al.
(1, 2) in the microwave region and Flaud et al. (3) in the infrared region. For
HSSH they were measured by our group (4).
The torsional wavefunctions have been determined by diagonalising the torsional hamiltonian
00

H,

with

= JJP~ + v

v = EV;cos(i-y).
i=O

Using these newly determined torsional wavefunctions, the effective rotational constants for each torsional excieted sta.te have been calculated:

< Bi >=
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with

i = x,y,z

Ii

A dynamical beha.viour of the molecule related to the torsional motion wil1
be presented.
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Direct connection between spectroscopic relaxation cross-sections
and appropriate state-to-state rotational cross-sections in vibrational
modes has aUowed us to introduce convenient energy corrections to the
sudden approximation. A quantitative description of the bending band
prof1les for pressures involving large line-mixing has been proposed. In
particular. in the quasiclassical limit and within the strong collision
model. it has been shown that the rovibrational energy state-to-state
cross-sections in bending modes of a linear molecule are twice lower
than the pure rotational ones in symmetrical stretching modes. A more
general approach has thus been proposed using the energy corrected
sudden approximation. leading to proper quantitative description of the
infrared (1110)1+- (0000) 12CI6()2Q-branch.
The present calcu1ation may be easily extended to any infrared or
Raman band of linear molecules.
· PemllllClltaddress: Institute of Chemica1 Kinetics and Combustion, Siberian
branchof the RussianAcademyof Sciences,NOVOSffiIRSK630090-RUSSIA
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There are very few prob1ems
s01ved

exact1Y.

Iven

a

osci11ator with qqartic
approx1mate methods. ~n
easi1Y

Þasis.

Rowever,

osci11ators coup1~d
s1ze

of has1s

as

s1mp1e

as

the

harmonic

perturbatiop can be h~nd1ed on1y by
th1s case the variationa1 me~hod is

applicaÞ1e,þecause 1t

comp1ete

in quantum mechanics wh1ch can be

system

1s

in

poss1b1e

tþe

case

throuqh cuþ1c and

shou1d be

to work
of

with a1most

severa1

harmonic

qU4rtic perturbat10ns the

for prac~1ca1

reasons rather limited,

even thouqh the numh~r of deqrees of ~reedom incre4ses. 1f we are
100kinq on these coup1ed osc111ators as on a system of hosons, we
may say that we are dea1inq w1th
c1usters, wh1ch 1s a1so unp1easant in
other

hand

perturbatlon

theory

1s

the proh1em of un11nke4
fermionic systems. On the
4iverqent

even

for ahove

mentioned
prob1em
of
þarmonic
osc11Jator
with
quartic
perturhatlon for a11 values of coup11pq constant. Therefore untl1
now perturbation theory
sma11 couP11nq constant.

was used

on1y ln

asymptotic sense for

Bowever, ln m01ecu1ar spectroscopy so~etlmes we have to dea1
with re1atlve1Y 1arqe coup1inq constant.In this case we can use
severa1 sumaaÞl1ity tecþn1ques in order to extract t~e resu1t
from diverqent ser1es. for thls
purpose V. Þ4ve to know the
coeff1cients

of

t~ese

serles

ca1cu1atlon provldes for us

w1tþ

hlqþ

accuracy.

SYDþolic

tþe requlred accuracy eltþer tÞrou~h

ratlona1 arlthaet1cs or tþrouqÞ ~lqh preclslon opt10n.
In the ta1k these ldeas wl11 þe presented and l11ustrated witþ
severa1 practlca1 exa~p1es.
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SPECTROSCOPIC SruDIES OF PLANETARY INTEREST

G. Tarrago, L.P.M.A.,Orsay,France
A Jarge effon was devoted during the Jast decade to the expJoration of Ihe
outer pJanet system.Thus many infrared spectra of both Jupiter and Satum became
avaiJabJe from the two Voyager Missions, and more recently. from various
ground-based sites ( C.F.H.T. or U.K.I.R.T.. for exampJe). with a spectral
resoJution continuousJy improved. The interpretation of these spectra Jed to
informations of major importance conceming the composition of the pJanetary
atmespheres (nature and abundancies of constituents). and even. in some
conditions. about dynamical properties of these atmospheres (through the spatial
variation of some constituents like PH3. for example).
The spectroscopic suppon needed to the interpretation of some of these
specb'a wilJ be presented :
-Modeling ofline positions and intensities in vibrational poJyads of
symmetric top molecu1es(J).
-AppJication to PH3.AsH3.NH3 in pJanetary windows at 4-5 microns
(2.3).
-Contribution

of this spectroscopic
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Experimental Studies of Radiative Association
in Low Energy lon-Molecule Collisions

DIETER GERLICH
Fakulttt fIIr Pbysik. Univenittt

Freibur<<.D 7800 Freibu't. Gennany

Due to its importance in interstellar chemistry, the la.st decade ha.s
witnessed an inten8e interest in the proces8 of radiative as8ociation. In thi8
contribution we make first a few genera1 remarks to 8emiempirica1and
theoretica1descriptionsof the collisionproces8(8tatistica1approximation8)and
to the treatment of radiative transition8 (einission from highly exåted
metastable molecular SY8temwith complicated dynamica1COUpling8).
~fter a
8hort summary of the few experimenta1methods which can provideinformation
on low temperature rate coeffiåent8for radiative associatioD,we describerecent
prOgre&8made with the rather Dew but rapidly deve10piDgmethod of
temperature variable radio frequency iODtraps.
ExperimeDta1 results are reported for the prototype system H++H2 and
its deuterated ana1ogue. For thi8 8Y8tem, measured va1ues are compared with
ca1culations, based OD classica1 trajectories

(lifetimes, spectra1 distributiOD of

the emitted radiatiOD). Other reactioDs which will be di8cnssed include the
formatioD of the fundamenta1 CH2+iOD,the synthesi8 of the cyclic iODCsHS+,a.s
we1l as some reactiOD8with CO. Result8 are discussed DOtoDly for the radiative
pr0ce58 but a1so for COmpetiDgtemary associatioD and bimolecular reactiOn8.
FiDally first results from laser based methods will be discussed. ID ODe
experiment we use laser iDduced dissociation of highly exåted molecules to
ObtaiD direct informatioD OD radiative lifetimes of the re1ated collisioD
complexes. In another experiment we are trying to stabilize collision complexes
via laser induced emiSsiOD. Tlú8 method will DOt oDly provide transition
probabilities but a1so their wave1ength depeDdence.
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Calculated Vlbratlon-RotatloD Spectra of Ht aDd Dt
J. K. G. Wat.on
Herzberg Inatitute ol A.trophydc:., National Re.earth CouncUol Canada,
OUa1l'&,Ontario, Canada KIA 0A8
Calculationa of the vibration-rotatlon .pectra of Ht and Dt úom the .b
ilÚtlopotential auñace of Meyer, Bot.chwiAaand BurtonJ wlli be deac:ribed&I1d
compared with other ealculation. and wlth rec:entexperimental obaervatiol18.The
calculation. ue done in two .tep.. Fir.t, a vibraUona1calculation 1. penormed
...Ing a diaerete variah1ereprcøcntntion bued on Mor.. function. lor the three
internucIear di.tancea. The unphYlicalconßguratiol18ol the type r, > "j + ". are
avolded by givins them arbitrarily hlSh potential energiea. Then the vibrationrotation leve1Jare calcul..ted u.1q a bui. ol.ymmetri.ed product. of rotational
wavelunctioll8with the lower vibratlonal eigenlunc:tlol18.
Thi. aeeond .tep 1. .imi1&1'to the '.upermatrix'
of the 1101t' c:onycqenco
thele

approac:h

employed

ol the c:entrlt'qa1

previou.ty2

I

which avolda the problem

aeriea In the eft'ective HamUtomanl

oC

Ught moleculea.
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Vibrational Dynamics of Ht
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From the fuIJ nine-dimensional vibrational problem of the Ht complex
a. five-dimensional subsystem iø sepa.ra.ted in which a.IJmolecula.r rea.rrangementø among the four low-Iying sta.tiona.ry points 00 the total potential
energy hypersurfa.ce of the ion can be described. Following the general idea
of the Hougen-Bunker-Johns
approach a nonrigid reference configuration is
defined in terms of appropriate vibrational coordinates which covers a.IJmotions on the low-Iying pa.rt of the potential surfa.ce and which fa.cilitates
the deriva.tion of a suitable modeJ Hamiltonian.
The reJevant sections of
the potential energy and eJectric dipole moment surfa.ces a.re determined øb
initio at the complete-a.ctive-space SCF and the configuration intera.ction
leveJs of theory and analytic potentiaj energy and dipole moment functions
a.re obtained by fitting to the øb initio data. These functions a.re used to
calculate vibrational energy leveJs and dipole transition moments within the
limitations of an extended adiabatic a.pproximation. The calculations a.re
in good agreement with the experimental photodissociation spectrum. Pre-
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